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4-20-08
Imitating Jesus (contd)
Knowing God & Loving People Part 4
1 John 2:6b

Summary: Jesus’ life was a life of warfare. (#1-5 had to do with Jesus’ attitude and 5-10 with His actions in the warfare). 1) His role in the warfare (Jesus was immovable from faithfulness to His calling). We each have a unique commission from God, and that is the only thing that makes life important. Discern your calling by examining your tools and opportunities and desires. 2) Jesus was always alert. Thinking that Christianity should be easy shows a lack of alertness. Satan lulls you into overconfidence with good times and distracts you from the warfare with hard times. Willingness to suffer enables one to prefer God over relief. 3) The weapon is Scripture. Jesus used Scripture as an example for us. Use Scripture by properly interpreting it, and trusting the warnings and promises. 4) Avoid losing heart by considering how Jesus thought little of His suffering when He compared it to the joy set before Him (the presence and favor of God). 5) Recover from defeat through repentance. 

1 John 2:3-6 We know that we have come to know him if we obey his commands. 4 The man who says, "I know him," but does not do what he commands is a liar, and the truth is not in him. 5 But if anyone obeys his word, God's love is truly made complete in him. This is how we know we are in him: 6 Whoever claims to remain in him must walk as He walked.
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Introduction
Even though we do not know a whole lot about David’s mighty men of valor, I have always been fascinated with them – especially Eleazar and Shammah. I can hardly imagine what it must have been like to walk into battle – march right up into the midst of an army of armed, trained killers, and fight them face to face with a sword. It is not surprising that in those OT battles, if one side started gaining an advantage, the other side would be quick to start retreating. If I am fighting for all I am worth, and my buddies are dropping like flies all around me and I can see our side is starting to be overwhelmed and overrun, I am going to look at this 230 lb Philistine war hero approaching me with his tree-trunk arms, and his huge sword still dripping with the blood of my best buddies, and I am going to think one thing “I wonder if I’m a faster runner than him.” Something just like that happened to Shammah. The Israelites fought valiantly, but they started to become overrun by the Philistines, and some of them started running. And once that happened, the others realized “If we couldn’t win with those guys, now that they are retreating we really don’t have a chance” and so they ran too. They all ran, except Shammah. According to 2 Sam.23:12, Shammah saw that the battle was turning against them, and things were getting ugly, and he saw all his comrades turn and run and his response was…

12 Shammah took his stand in the middle of the field. 

He found a spot in that field that he was determined to defend. And he stationed himself in that spot, and took a stand.

11 When the Philistines banded together at a place where there was a field full of lentils, Israel's troops fled from them. 12 But Shammah took his stand in the middle of the field. He defended it and struck the Philistines down, and the LORD brought about a great victory.

He takes his stand and right away a couple Philistines fighters come up to him swinging, and WHAP, WHAP – they are both on the ground. The guy must have just been a buzz saw. Anyone who came near him lost an arm or a head or something. No matter what the Philistines did, Shammah would not budge. And when it was all said and done, and the whole thing was over, and the dust settled, Shammah was still standing. That earned Shammah third place among David’s mighty men, just below Eleazar. 
There is something in us that loves to see valor. We love stories of great courage and strength in battle. I think the Lord built that into us because this life is a war. We are engaged in a spiritual war that goes from the time you become a Christian until the day you die. And it is very important, when the battle is over and the dust clears, that you are still standing.

Eph.6:10-14 Finally, be strong in the Lord and in his mighty power. 11 Put on the full armor of God so that you can take your stand against the devil's schemes. …13 Therefore put on the full armor of God, so that when the day of evil comes, you may be able to stand your ground, and after you have done everything, to stand. Stand firm then

Review
We have been studying verse by verse through the book of 1 John, and last week we came across verse 6 of chapter 2.

6 Whoever claims to remain in him must walk as He walked.

And we concluded that if the bottom line of our Christianity is the way Jesus walked, then it is pretty important to have an idea of how Jesus walked. It would be a good thing to have the deeds of Jesus that are most emphasized in Scripture all summarized in a list, so we can periodically check our lives against that list. So I went through the four gospels and have been compiling a list. And putting it all together, I came up with a list of about 19 or 20 categories of things Jesus did, and last week we looked at the first five in that list.
He submitted to the Father’s will
He humbled Himself, embraced frailty and weakness, and made His own neediness the platform that displayed the power of God.
He fasted
He grew and made progress
He prayed

A life of warfare
Those first five have to do mainly with Jesus’ attitude. Now I want to move on to five more categories in the list, and these five focus more on His actions; especially His actions in relationship to spiritual warfare. The life of Jesus was a life of constant war against Satan. In fact, that was the reason He came.

1 John 3:8 The reason the Son of God appeared was to destroy the devil's work.

And Jesus’ attack on Satan’s work was not just limited to the cross. Jesus battled Satan throughout His life. Lk.4:13 says Satan was always watching for an opportune time to attack Jesus. I assume “opportune time” means a time when Jesus was weak or distracted or in some kind of context where His guard might be down. Satan came after Him right at the very beginning of His ministry and never gave up until Jesus was dead. So now we are going to learn from Jesus how to carry out spiritual warfare.

His role in the war (calling)
The first thing you need to know if you are going to fight in a war is what your role is. You cannot carry out a war if all the soldiers in the army are just running around doing whatever seems best to them. Each soldier has to know exactly what his role is, and he needs to be faithful in carrying out that role. One of the things that really stands out in the way Jesus lived His life was His faithfulness to His calling. Jesus saw His life as a task the Father had given Him to carry out.

John 5:36 But I have a greater testimony than John's because of the works that the Father has given Me to accomplish. 

He was on a mission from God.
Most people have no sense of calling
Not many people have a strong sense of purpose or divine mandate for their lives. Most people are just killing time until they are dead. They do not have any specific task or assignment or commission or calling that they are working to carry out. They are just trying to find things to do to keep them occupied and as comfortable as possible between now and when their heart stops beating. They have no great purpose that drives them, no defining mission that gives meaning and purpose to their work. They just kind of take life as it comes, try to pick the best of all options when they face decisions, and that is about it. They might have some awareness of some general commands that God gave to all people, but they do not have any sense of being on a specific, unique mission from God that is different from anyone else’s mission.
And as a result their lives lack drive and inertia. “Inertia” is the tendency of an object in motion to resist being knocked off course. People without a sense of calling do not have that. They are easily bumped off whatever course they are on because there really is not anything special about that course other than it seemed like the best available option back when they got on it. So they get in school, drop out of school, start one career track, float into another one, dabble in this ministry then that ministry, a little of this, a little of that; and as soon as the path they are on begins to seem a little boring, or something else looks a little better, they are off in yet another direction. And the older they get the more their lives start to resemble the Israelites in the wilderness – wandering endlessly in circles and getting nowhere. If you walk from Egypt to the Promised Land it would take ten days. The Israelites wandered for 40 years and never got there. That is what a lot of people’s lives are like – decades of wandering and never getting anywhere.
Jesus did
But Jesus’ life was nothing like that. He was flexible, He was accessible, He was accommodating, but no one could ever knock Him off the course of His task. He could be flexible because God allows a lot of freedom in the way you go about fulfilling your calling. But Jesus never responded to anyone who tried to pull Him away from what the Father was leading Him to do. And it did not matter if it was a king or a close friend or a disciple or the entire nation of Israel. When Herod tried to pull Him off course, He said, “Tell that fox I’m busy.” When Peter tried to steer Him away from the cross, He said, “Get behind me, Satan!” When the Jewish people tried to make Him an earthly king prior to the cross, Jesus withdrew from them and took off somewhere else. When Satan himself tried to tempt Him to take another course, Satan ended up with his face in the dirt. Jesus would not be deterred from His task. He preached about the Kingdom of God and the Kingdom of God only – nothing else.
Everyone has a unique task
In the book of Ephesians Paul refers to that specific, individualized calling as “a grace.” In chapter 3 he talks about his specific grace, or ministry that he received from God. And then in 4:7 he says that each one of us has received our own, individual, specific grace (or ministry, or calling) from Jesus Christ. Following in the steps of Christ means knowing that you are commissioned to your task, and having unstoppable, determined, devotion to the completion of that task.
How to know your calling
If you want to follow in Jesus’ steps, find out what your calling (grace) is. Examine your gifts, strengths, weaknesses, experiences, characteristics, and skills. Then, examine carefully your godliest and most spiritual desires, being very alert to whatever opportunities are available, and whichever opportunity matches up best with the tools God gave you and the desires God gave you – that is your calling. You have been officially commissioned by the Creator of this world to do that task. And you are not at liberty to bail out of that task ever – until the day you die, unless God calls you into something else.
Calling is the only thing that makes a task important
In order for your life to matter you need two things: You have to have an important job, and you have to do it well. Both are necessary. If you decided to get a mop and spend your life mopping I-25, even if you did an outstanding job you would be wasting your life because it is not an important task. And if you had the most important task there is and did a terrible job at it that would also be a wasted life. The only way not to waste your life is to have an important task and to do it well. And there is only one thing that determines how important a task is, and that is whether or not God gave you that task. If it came as an assignment from God it is eternally important – no matter what it is. And if it did not, it is meaningless, worthless, and pointless - no matter what it is. 

His alertness in the war (Vigilance)
So Jesus was faithful to carry out His task. And as He did so, He encountered constant opposition from Satan. And He faithfully resisted that opposition. That is spiritual warfare.
Christianity is hard because of the warfare
If you are scratching your head wondering why seemingly simple spiritual goals are so hard for you to reach, or why you find yourself falling into such stupid sins, or why the struggles in ministry can be so relentless – it is no mystery. We are in a war. So often, after a failure someone will say, “I am such a terrible Christian.” Or, “I am such a terrible mother.” Or, I am such a terrible leader.” It is almost like they think the Christian life is so easy that the only way a person could fail is if he is a terrible Christian. That may sound like humility, but many times I think it is just plain ignorance of the magnitude and intensity of this war we are in. What do we think – that our opponent in this war is such a pushover that the only way we would ever suffer a defeat is if we are terrible Christians? The strongest believers in history suffered horrible defeats at the hands of Satan. Sometimes even excellent soldiers are casualties in wars.
Alertness 
And imagining that you will be safe just because you are not a terrible Christian is really a lack of alertness. You are just not alert to the real danger. And if you are expecting mostly success as a result of moderate effort, you just are not awake to reality. And if you do not wake up from that stupor, it probably will not be long before you suffer a really disastrous defeat. Extreme opposition and testing is not the exception – it is the norm.

1 Peter 4:12 Dear friends, do not be surprised at the painful trial you are suffering, as though something strange were happening to you.

We need to expect opposition and realize we are up against an enemy who is extremely tricky, who has deceived and brought down the greatest of saints in the past, who is incredibly wicked, and who is absolutely relentless. Jesus repeatedly warned us to be alert, and ready, and to watch and pray lest we fall. Why do you think He was so exercised to call us to alertness and warn us? It was because He was in the middle of the war, and He knew firsthand how dangerous the enemy is.
Jesus never took a break from spiritual warfare. The enemy could never catch Him off guard – even when he tried to use Jesus’ closest friends. Jesus was always alert, always sober, always vigilant. He was often physically tired, weary, sometimes burdened, sorrowful, in need of rest - but He never let down His guard. And again, it was because He loved the will of the Father so much that He was constantly on guard against anything that threatened to push Him outside of God’s will. 
When you look at Jesus’ testing in the desert you get a feel for how seriously Jesus took sin. He would rather die than commit even the slightest, smallest, most harmless sin. Jesus would rather die of starvation than take a bite of bread out of a wrong motive.
I do not know how it is for you, but for me – so many of my failures come from lack of vigilance. So many times when I fall into sin it is not that I am consciously thinking, “Hmmm – should I choose the pleasure of this sin over the joy of fellowship with God, or should I forfeit fellowship with God for this sin? All things considered, I think the sin will pay off more in the long run, so I think I will chose that and go ahead and forfeit nearness to God.” So many times when I fall into sin if you could hook up speakers into my mind you would not hear that whole reasoning process. You know what you would hear? A dial tone. Nothing. It is like my whole spirit and mind just say, “I’m going on break” and they go to sleep, and the flesh just takes over.” And by the time my spirit wakes up from its sleep, my flesh is in the middle of some sin.
Satan uses good times to lull you into over-confidence
Satan has two basic strategies for getting you to let your guard down. He uses good times to lull you into over-confidence. He uses suffering to distract you from the battle. So watch out in times of great victory and in times of suffering. That is when He came after Jesus, isn’t it? The temptation in the wilderness came immediately after the glorious moment at Jesus’ baptism when the Father spoke audibly from heaven about how well-pleased He was with Jesus. Jesus had to have felt invincible after that. And it was right then that Satan came after Him.
Satan uses suffering to distract you from the battle
And that was also to a time of weakness and suffering. Jesus was in the wilderness, alone, weak and starving. Using suffering to get you to take your focus off the battle is the oldest trick in the book. If Satan can get you to fixate on your suffering, and to focus most of your attention on relief, then he can get you to lay down your weapons and defenses and become vulnerable to defeat. If, when pain comes into your life, the main thoughts going through your head are- “I can’t stand this.” - “Why does this have to happen to me?” - “When will this be over?” - “This is horrible – I hate this” - “How can I get out of this?” - “How can I avoid this next time?” Satan can do anything he wants and you will be oblivious.
Watch out for pet peeves. If you have a lot of pet peeves, that is not a good sign. If you are easily irritated by every little inconvenience, or you are always offended by people failing to do what you think they should do, or you find that a major factor in a lot of your decision-making is the avoidance of unpleasantness and discomfort; you probably are not following Jesus’ example with regard to how important avoidance of suffering is in your priorities. 
Keep your guard up when suffering comes – it is a diversion. Do not fall for it. When suffering comes, instead of your first question being, “How can I get relief?” let it be, “Uh, Oh – what is Satan up to this time?” “Where is he going to attack?” 
Every time we suffer we should ask two questions: What is God doing? What is Satan doing? They both have a purpose in your suffering. Satan’s purpose in afflicting Job was to get him to curse God. God’s purpose in afflicting Job was to prove Job’s faith. Be alert to both, and cooperate with what God is doing and resist what Satan is doing. That is the example Jesus set for us.
We are going to find, as we move through this list, that a number of these are related to #2 from last week – Jesus’ willingness to suffer. A lot of our sin is due to our desire for pleasure. But a lot of our sin is also due to our desire to avoid pain. If you become too afraid of pain, Satan can accomplish almost anything he wants in your life just by threatening some sort of pain – physical pain, humiliation, scary circumstances, etc. That is why when Peter tells us to follow Jesus’ example, so much of it has to do with Jesus’ example with regard to suffering.

1 Peter 2:19-21 It is commendable if a man bears up under the pain of unjust suffering because he is conscious of God… 21 To this you were called, because Christ suffered for you, leaving you an example, that you should follow in his steps.

1 Peter 4:1 Therefore, since Christ suffered in his body, arm yourselves also with the same attitude, because he who has suffered in his body is done with sin.

If you can handle suffering you can defeat sin, because suffering is the only thing Satan can threaten you with. And the way to learn to handle pain is to find a joy that is so powerful that it makes any pain endurable.
 
His weapon of war (Scripture) 
When Jesus has that epic showdown with Satan when He is tempted in the wilderness, Jesus wins the battle, and He does it by means of Scripture. He keeps quoting Deuteronomy from memory until Satan finally gives up.
Jesus used Scripture as an example for us
Think about that. Why does Jesus need to quote Moses? Everything Jesus said was God’s Word. He could have made up His own stuff. But He quoted Scripture because He was setting an example for us. Jesus lived his life relying on, trusting in, and drawing strength from the Word of God. And He did that as an example for us.
Of course Jesus also relied on His own words. He warned, encouraged, comforted, instructed, reproved, commended, strengthened, and guided people with His own words. And we should follow His example. We should also warn, encourage, comfort, instruct, reprove, commend, strengthen, and guide people (and ourselves) with Jesus’ words. Jesus presented His teaching as the very Word of God and required that all people everywhere submit to it or perish. And we should present Jesus’ teaching as the Word of God and require that all people everywhere submit to it or perish. It is the Word of God that gives us power in ministry, and the Word of God that gives us power in our own battle against sin.
Must be used properly
Let’s be careful not to over-simplify that though. The Bible is not some book of magic that you can just read and automatically win the battle. Jesus did not just throw out some random verses. They were passages of Scripture that applied to the exact context Jesus was in, and were correctly and insightfully interpreted and applied by Jesus. Just quoting Scripture, if it is not properly applied, can actually lead you into sin. In fact, miss-applying Scripture was one of the strategies Satan used to try to draw Jesus into sin. Satan uses Scripture more than a lot of Christians use it.
Promises and warnings
It is also significant that in all three temptations Jesus quoted either from a promise or a warning. Satan tried tempting Jesus with pleasure, and Jesus responded by quoting God’s promise to satisfy the cravings of the soul with His Word. Satan tried tempting Jesus with presumption and idolatry, and Jesus responded to both by quoting from the warning section in Deuteronomy 6.
When we fight against sin we need to focus on the promises and warnings of Scripture. (And really, that is just one category. The warnings are nothing but negative promises – promises of judgment.) The primary way that we are to relate to God is by believing His promises. God promises to make it worth your while to do what is right. And He promises to make you regret it if you do what is wrong. And so we defeat sin by persuading our souls to believe those promises. 
Whatever sin you are struggling with, there are promises in Scripture that will help you gain victory. And when you use that method for gaining victory it brings maximum glory to God. If you defeat a sin in your life just by trying harder to build up your resolve and self-discipline and strength, then your success brings glory to you. But if your method of defeating sin is to cling to and rest in and trust and delight in some promise God has made, then when you succeed your success shows God to be reliable and His promises to be preferable, and that glorifies Him rather than you. That is why God made that method the only method that will actually work. So always use God’s promises (positive and negative) to defeat sin. I have begun compiling a list of promises from Scripture arranged by category, so you can look in the table of contents and see, “For this sin, or this particular virtue you are striving for – go to these promises.” That document is called “Promises to trust when…” and is available at http://treasuringgod.com/resource_library/articles/  

His endurance in the war (withstanding opposition)
Number four is another one that grows out of Jesus’ willingness to suffer. When Hebrews 12 tells us to fix our eyes on Jesus, and then goes on to describe His example that He set for us, one of the things it brings up is Jesus’ endurance in the face of opposition.
Must consider Jesus’ endurance to avoid losing heart
Hebrews 12:2 Let us fix our eyes on Jesus, the author and perfecter of our faith, … 3 Consider him who endured such opposition from sinful men, so that you will not grow weary and lose heart. 4 In your struggle against sin, you have not yet resisted to the point of shedding your blood. 5 And you have forgotten that word of encouragement that addresses you as sons

The implication is if you do not give careful consideration and deep thought to Jesus endurance of opposition, then you will grow weary and lose heart.

The uniqueness of this kind of suffering
Hostility from people is an incredibly hard thing to deal with. It is a unique kind of suffering. Some people can easily endure all kinds of physical pain, but the minute someone turns red and yells in their face, it is all over. They either mimic that person’s sin and become hostile right back to them, or they become cowards and abandon whatever it was they were doing in God’s service.
And yet the standard for us as Christians is very high. God expects us to be able to endure severe opposition. Look at verse 4. You have not even resisted to the point of shedding your blood. These people had been persecuted, ridiculed, mistreated, thrown in prison, had their houses ransacked, their property unjustly confiscated, and the writer says, “What are you whining about? You’re not even bleeding!”
How do you stand firm in a context like that? Some of us can hardly endure a cross word from our spouse, or being cut off in traffic. How do you persevere in courage when everyone is opposing you? You do it by looking to Christ and giving careful consideration to the ways He responded to opposition.
So let’s take a moment and do that. Jesus endured extreme opposition from sinful men, and He did it by a process in which the joy set before Him caused Him to scorn (think little of) His suffering. At first that does not sound right.
How can he say that Jesus thought little of His suffering? How can you be so upset about something that just thinking about it causes you to sweat blood, and at the same time say you are thinking little of that thing? Was the suffering and shame of the cross little in Jesus’ eyes or big? The answer is it was HUGE – but in comparison with the joy set before Him, it was small. He thought a lot of it, but in comparison with the joy set before Him He thought nothing of it. The pain was massive, but as massive as it was, it was dwarfed by the joy.
The main temptation Satan threw at Jesus was the temptation to bypass the suffering. And the bigger the suffering is the more tempting it is to opt for some sinful way out. And so Jesus defeated the enemy by fixing His eyes on a joy so gigantic that the suffering became minor in comparison. The way to defeat sin in your life is through preference. You cannot have lasting success against sin until you can find a joy that is more thrilling to your heart than the pleasure of the sin. You cannot win the battle by mere resistance. You can only win long-term by preference. And that only happens when you have experiences with the presence of God that are delightful enough and frequently enough to really convince your soul that nearness to Him is not worth forfeiting for the pleasure of some sin or the avoidance of some pain. 
So Jesus’ suffering was enormous, but in comparison with the joy set before Him Jesus considered His suffering small. What was the joy set before Him? - Being seated at the right hand of the throne of God. In other words, nearness to and favor from the Father. 
Now, how does that keep you from growing weary and losing heart when you wake up in the morning with a back so sore that you can barely get out of bed? Or so depressed that you can hardly function? Or when the people at work make your life miserable? Here’s how: Any time you suffer in any way, if you respond to that suffering the right way it will bring about greater nearness to God and more favor from God. “How do you know that?” Because of verses that follow. Verses 4-13 go on to explain that our suffering is discipline from the hand of a loving Father. And that discipline is designed to cause us to share in God’s holiness (v.10) and to produce a harvest of righteousness and peace (v.11). So if you respond in the right way to suffering, it will increase your holiness, righteousness, and peace. And the result of that will be greater nearness to God, and greater favor from God. And responding in the right way simply means submitting to what God is doing and preferring the presence and favor of God above anything – including relief from the suffering.
So every time you suffer in any way, think this way: The presence and favor of God is so wonderful and delightful and satisfying that it is worth absolutely any price to get it, and this discomfort I am going through right now will get it for me. When Jesus looked at the agony of the cross on the one hand, and the joy of the presence and favor of God on the other hand, He said, “No contest. The severity of this suffering is nothing compared to the joy of nearness to God and favor from God!” And fixing our eyes on Jesus and considering Him means following His example in our attitude toward our suffering. You look at this child who is making your life so hard (or husband or boss or physical problem or loss or whatever), and you line it up alongside the joy of greater nearness to God and more favor from God, and you say, “No contest! When you put them side by side it causes you to scorn your suffering (regard it as comparatively nothing when measured against the joy set before you).
And when you do that, when your affections actually prefer God’s presence and favor over relief from suffering, that glorifies God. 

Defeat in the war (and recovery) 
So we learn a lot from Jesus about how to carry on this warfare and win the battles, don’t we? But what about when you lose the battles? What about all those countless times when the enemy defeats us, and we fall into sin? Then what? It seems like that would be the one time when we are kind of left on our own. What can we learn about how to recover from failure and defeat from the example of a perfect man who never lost a single battle and never failed? Is that just an area where we can follow in Jesus’ steps?
No – Jesus left us an example even in this area. And if that leaves you scratching your head then you are not alone. This really came as a shock to John the Baptist. I doubt there was much of anything that ever surprised John the Baptist. John was the product of a miraculous conception, he was the first true prophet in 400 years, and he had probably known Jesus for 30 years. He performed miracles and was the most important spokesman for God ever born. He had seen it all. It could not have been very easy to shock John the Baptist. But in Matthew 3 Jesus managed to do it. John was baptizing people with a baptism of repentance – a baptism that was a public act of repentance. And one day the perfect, spotless Lamb of God, the Lord Jesus Christ, the eternal Creator of the universe shows up and gets in line to undergo a baptism of repentance. And that just about blew the circuits in John’s brain. John even resisted at first and Jesus had to command him to go ahead and do it.
John did not like the idea, because he was afraid it would make it look like Jesus was a sinner just like everyone else. But that turned out to be a non-problem because when Jesus was baptized the heavens opened, the Holy Spirit descended in visible form, and the voice of God spoke audibly and confirmed that Jesus was the Son of God and that the Father was well-pleased with Him. So God made sure that when Jesus submitted to a baptism of repentance it was not because Jesus needed to repent of anything. Jesus is the sinless, perfect Son of God – no question about that. But He submitted to John’s baptism of repentance in order to set an example for us. Jesus came to identify with sinners, and to bear our sin, so He even submitted to an act of repentance as an example for us.
So how should you respond in this warfare when you suffer a defeat? Repent. The way to respond to sin in your life is always through repentance. Turn back to God with all your heart. And He will turn your defeat into a victory.

Jeremiah 15:19 Therefore this is what the LORD says: "If you repent, I will restore you that you may serve me

God delights in taking the ash heap and ruins of our worst defeats and turning them around so that they are a victory for us and a defeat for the enemy. In Micah 7 the people had suffered a horrible defeat at Satan’s hands, and had fallen into sin. And when they repented God turned it around so that the enemy was the one covered with shame.

Micah 7:2-19 The godly have been swept from the land; not one upright man remains. All men lie in wait to shed blood; each hunts his brother with a net. 
7 But as for me, I watch in hope for the LORD, I wait for God my Savior; my God will hear me. 8 Do not gloat over me, my enemy! Though I have fallen, I will rise. Though I sit in darkness, the LORD will be my light. 9 Because I have sinned against him, I will bear the LORD's wrath, until he pleads my case and establishes my right. He will bring me out into the light; I will see his righteousness. 10 Then my enemy will see it and will be covered with shame
18 Who is a God like you, who pardons sin and forgives the transgression of the remnant of his inheritance? You do not stay angry forever but delight to show mercy. 19 You will again have compassion on us; you will tread our sins underfoot and hurl all our iniquities into the depths of the sea. 

Benediction: Ephesians 6:10-13 Finally, be strong in the Lord and in his mighty power. 11 Put on the full armor of God so that you can take your stand against the devil's schemes. 12 For our struggle is not against flesh and blood, but against the rulers, against the authorities, against the powers of this dark world and against the spiritual forces of evil in the heavenly realms. 13 Therefore put on the full armor of God, so that when the day of evil comes, you may be able to stand your ground, and after you have done everything, to stand. 




Devotionals
Day 1: The God whose favor is worth any price
Hebrews 12:2-3 Let us fix our eyes on Jesus, the author and perfecter of our faith, who for the joy set before him endured the cross, scorning its shame, and sat down at the right hand of the throne of God. 3 Consider him who endured such opposition from sinful men, so that you will not grow weary and lose heart. 

The implication of verse 3 is that if we do not follow the instructions of this passage we will grow weary and lose heart. And to avoid growing weary and losing heart when we suffer, we must fix our eyes on Jesus and consider Him. In particular, we must consider His response to suffering. Jesus endured extreme opposition from sinful men, and He did it by a process in which the joy set before Him caused Him to scorn (think little of) His suffering. Jesus’ suffering was great, and He thought much of it. However, in comparison with the joy set before Him Jesus considered His suffering small. What was the joy set before Him? It was being seated at the right hand of the throne of God (nearness to and favor from the Father). 
The reason suffering brings us greater favor from God is explained in the verses that follow (verses 4-13). It is discipline from the hand of a loving Father – discipline that is designed to cause us to share in God’s holiness (verse 10) and to produce a harvest of righteousness and peace (verse 11). 

What is wonderful about this attribute:
The attribute that strengthened Jesus and enabled Him to endure the cross was the fact that God the Father is so wonderful and delightful and satisfying that nearness to Him and favor from Him are so desirable and pleasing that even the most severe suffering imaginable is more than worth it to gain that nearness and favor. If our eyes were simply opened to have wonderful nearness to the Father is, and how satisfying and delightful His favor is; we would gladly and eagerly endure absolutely any suffering to get it.

Experiencing this attribute:
Every time we suffer, whether it be the agony of torture for the name of Christ, or the irritation of an inconsiderate spouse – or anything in-between, eventually our sufferings, both small and great, will cause us to grow weary and lose heart unless we take time to consider (and imitate) Jesus’ response to suffering. The next time your find yourself upset because you are treated unfairly, or you get sick or injured, or anything else that causes unhappiness; follow Jesus’ example. 
Consider the joy set before you. Realize that nearness to God and favor from God is available to you! This suffering that has come to you from the hand of God, if you endure it in a godly way, will actually result in nearness to God and favor from God! (And responding in a godly way simply means submitting to what God is doing and preferring the presence and favor of God above anything – including relief from the suffering). 
Scorn the suffering. Remind yourself how absolutely insignificant this suffering (or any suffering) is in comparison with the value of greater nearness to God and more favor from God. 
Take a moment to just be delighted to be the child of a God whose presence and favor are 1) available, and 2) so wonderful that they are more than worth absolutely any price to obtain.

Think: What is the next suffering you are likely to face that might threaten your joy? Prepare yourself ahead of time, so that when the irritation or pain comes it will serve as a memory cue to call to your mind this attribute of God.



Day 2: Shepherd

Psalm 23:1 The LORD is my shepherd

What is wonderful about this attribute:

my shepherd

This Psalm is in the first person singular. We are not to think of God merely as our Shepherd or the world’s shepherd; we should say to the LORD, “You are my Shepherd”! As the individual Christian reads this psalm, for a moment all the other sheep disappear from view and it is just you and your blessed Pastor. The words “shepherd” and “pastor” are interchangeable. They both translate the exact same Greek and Hebrew words. 
What condescension! That the exalted King of heaven would come down and take up the lowly duty of tending one such as I. 
Without your Shepherd you would quickly perish. Your starvation and exposure processes would be cut short by even worse fates, as you would be stolen by the enemy and quickly ripped apart by savage wolves. A thousand fatal dangers lurk around every corner and surround you every moment all day long. If your great Shepherd were to turn His head even for a moment you would be destroyed.
It is a delightful thing to realize that at this moment the great Shepherd is tending to your soul. He is examining it and strengthening it, and building it, and working to remove the diseased portions. He will still be doing that an hour from now when you are not even thinking about Him at all. 

Lord, open my eyes to the horrible perils and threats from which You constantly protect me so that exuberant joy might well up from within me as I rejoice in Your protective hand. Please, Lord, let me see You as Shepherd. Let me see Your pastoral grace that I might rejoice in it and exult in it and joyfully proclaim it to others. Keep impressing it deeper and deeper into my heart until I begin speaking about it involuntarily, as an overflow of what is within me. Captivate my attention today, Lord, with what it means that You are my Shepherd. 

Experiencing this attribute:

I shall not be in want

Scarcely an hour goes by in a day without us being tempted to think we are somehow in want – lacking something we need. We think we need to have relief from this pain or that pain, or from some distress or anxiety. We think we need proof of God’s provision regarding some future contingency. We feel we need some resolution to some past problem. We imagine we need more rest or food or time than God has been pleased to provide. We look to the past and see nothing but abundant provision, every one of the millions of seconds we have lived has added proof upon proof of His faithful love and provision. And yet when our twisted hearts extrapolate that line into the future we so often fret and worry that perhaps He will fail to provide tomorrow! What lunacy! His faithful care tomorrow is more certain than the rising of the sun! 

Oh, Lord, I bless Your name for Your great and precious promises, and for Your tender care for Your little lamb. Lord, help me today to rejoice in the fact that I am not in want. Every time I am reminded to think of You, Lord, (and please let that be many today), let my mind be drawn to the pastoral elements of Your glory that I might enjoy, rejoice in and proclaim the wonderful truth that I am not in any kind of want and I never will be (except to the degree that I am in want of fellowship with You). Yes, I do lack things. I lack all the things I should not have – all the things You have not been pleased to give me. But everything that is good I either already possess or have free access to. Lord, when I am tempted to covet or steal that which You have not given me, remind me that I need not do that, because You are my Shepherd and I shall not want. 
When I eat today, Lord, remind me of Your faithful provision as my Shepherd.
When I enjoy something You have provided, remind me, Lord, that I have nothing that I have not been given, and that what I have was not bestowed from afar by some distant CEO dispensing bonuses or work incentives impersonally, but that it is pasture that I enjoy right at the feet of One who would die for me and who did die to give me what I now enjoy.
Whenever I see an animal today, Lord, remind me that You face the lion and bear as my Shepherd, and let Yourself be mauled and killed as my Protector in order to provide me this rich pasture I so often take for granted. 

Think: Think of something you especially love about being shepherded by God, and make that a focus of your rejoicing throughout the day today.



Day 3: Gentle Shepherd 

Psalm 23:2 He makes me lie down in green pastures, he leads me beside quiet waters,

What is wonderful about this attribute:
God makes you lie down in green pastures. What a blessed image! Paradise rest. 
It is an amazing thing to realize how much Scripture emphasizes the importance of rest. God gave us an example of rest in the very creation, and He commanded a Sabbath from the beginning. He made rest the illustration of salvation and heaven. He is relentless in both providing and commanding rest. Working for God is good, but resting in Him is just as good. Mary chose better than Martha. God is so good, nothing is better than when His goodness is put on display; and nothing puts His goodness on display in a greater way than a person finding wonderful rest and repose in Him. 

Experiencing this attribute:
We sometimes neglect the virtue of finding rest in God. We take rest only when we feel we need it, as though the less time we spend resting the better. Sometimes when we go long enough without lying down in green pastures God makes us lie down! If we dishonor Him by failing to glorify Him by finding rest in Him, He takes away a job or a ministry or our health in order to force us to find rest in Him. 
But when He does so, Oh, how sweet a place He puts us in to rest! Green pastures. When a sheep lies down in green pastures his bed is also his food. God makes us lie down in a bed of ideal and wonderful food! Our very lying down is nourishing to the soul. Our very resting is our being fed and growing and progressing spiritually!
Sometimes those of us who are teachers fall into just mowing the green pastures – bailing up the food and passing it out to the other sheep without feasting on it ourselves. We tell others to lie down in the pasture while we just keep mowing. If we persist in that long enough, we provoke God, in His merciful love, to rip the mower out of our hands and destroy it utterly – taking away our ministry so all we can do for a time is lie down. 

Think: Are you committed to regularly ceasing your normal activities and finding rest, refreshment, and renewal from God? If not, how could you add this to your current lifestyle? 






Day 4 – The only source of calm for the soul 

Psalm 62:1 A psalm of David. My soul finds rest (DUMIYYAH – silence, inactivity) in God alone; my salvation comes from him. 

What is wonderful about this attribute:
There is a kind of inactivity that is undesirable and a kind that is desirable. No one wants the boredom of dormant nothingness. But the rest David seeks in this passage is a desirable thing. It is not something he has to discipline himself to engage in, but a delightful blessing he seeks from God. It is a kind of stillness and rest that is compatible with the earnestness, zeal, spiritual fervor, hard work, passion and labor that is to characterize the Christian life. It is the kind of quietness of soul that does not fret over the successes of the wicked and that is not agitated or worked up over their successes in envy (Psalm 37). It is tranquility of heart that is not upset with worry or distraction over anticipated hardship (Matthew 6, Philippians 4). It is internal peace that cannot be distracted from God by the chaos of life. It is the inner calm that has no turmoil over trying to escape hardship. It is rest that prevents us from becoming fatigued to the point of incapacitation. 
It is the serenity and steadfast confidence that enables us to go about our work without anxiety because we have a settled security in Christ. It frees us from constant second-guessing of decisions, languishing in regret over past failures, fretting over the possibility that we are in the wrong place or going in the wrong direction. It is the composure and poise that comes when there is freedom from the condemnation of guilt, or anxiety over inadequacy. There is a kind of unrest that is proper. Some things should indeed bother us. But the matters in this list are things we are commanded not to fret over.
This kind of rest is found in God alone.

Experiencing this attribute:
One prerequisite to experiencing the peace-giving nature of God is realization of our own helplessness. When we give up trying to generate our own adequacy and throw ourselves upon Him as our only hope, that acknowledgment of helplessness brings peace and rest. We are not responsible for that which is out of our reach. That which is out of our reach is God’s concern, not ours. 
Our need for rest should humble us. How weak and frail we are! We have to spend a third of our lives flat on our backs unconscious and utterly helpless. Every night when we go to bed we demonstrate our neediness for renewal. Rest glorifies God because it shows our dependence upon Him. If we do not need rest we glorify ourselves. When we do not slow down and rest in His presence each day – when we just charge ahead every waking hour as though we needed no rest, we are pretending to have strength we do not have. We are failing to acknowledge the weakness that should drive us to the only green pasture whose lush grass and calm, comfortable quiet, safety will give us what we need.

My soul finds rest in You alone. Let me sit before You, quietly receiving all You give, both stripes and embraces. Let me sit still before You as clay in the hands of the potter. May I never “strive with my maker.” Let me be subject to You as a servant to a master. As a wife to the husband she adores.
Whenever I see grass, let it remind me that You make me lie down in green pastures and restore my soul. Let that humble me and remind me of my need for daily respite in You, and of the pride of ceaseless work.

Think: What is agitating (or threatening to agitate) your soul that God would have you seek rest from in Him today?






Day 5: Restorer 
Psalm 23:3 he restores my soul. He guides me in paths of righteousness for his name's sake. 

What is wonderful about this attribute:
God is the restorer of our souls. Our constant wandering into the wastelands and desolation, and our frequent efforts to feed upon the dirt and sand and poisonous shrubs of this desert would be lethal to our souls if our loving Shepherd did not guide us back into the right paths and bring life back into our faltering bodies. 
Think of those days when you have been deeply discouraged. Waves of despondency overtook your soul and you felt powerless to fight them. In times like that you understand how utterly impossible it is for you to lift yourself out of depression. And yet think of how many times you have been discouraged and have recovered - how many times God has lifted you out of the slew of despond. Any time you have ever gone from faltering to not faltering, it was God who restored your soul. There is no explanation for your recovery from those times other than God’s reviving hand. 
He is the kind of God who restores life to the lifeless, who renews vigor and strength, who repairs and restores the souls of His sheep. Rejoice in being the child of such a God!

Experiencing this attribute:
Make every effort today to experience this attribute of God. Even on our best days we are in need of some measure of restoration. Seek renewal and strength and vigor and newness of life from Him today. God loves it when His children look to Him for renewal.
Each time you turn the key in the ignition of your car let it remind you (and cause you to enjoy and rejoice in the fact) that He is a God who brings to life the lifeless. Take some time to think about all the times He has restored vitality to your life (or supplied ongoing vitality so that restoration was not needed). Every moment of strength and health – physical, mental, or spiritual; has been a direct experience of His nature.

Exalt Your great name in me today, Lord, by restoring my soul and leading me into righteousness. 

Think: In what areas is your soul in need of restoration today?


